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Gil Yefman’s arresting art knits together issues
of gender, Judaism, sexuality.
BY TED MERWIN February 21, 2017, 11:51 am

One of Gil Yefman’s works using yarn. Yefman's upcoming show in NY will feature some of these works. Courtesy of
the artist and Ronald Feldman fine art NYC

Tel Aviv’s labyrinthine, dilapidated Central Bus Station, which sprawls over 2.5 million square feet,
houses a bizarre assortment of stands selling cheap clothing and cell phones, a Yiddish library, two
synagogues and tattoo parlors catering to Eritrean and Sudanese refugees. But when I visited the
M.C. Escher-like building last summer, along with a group of American rabbis who were studying at
the Hartman Institute in Jerusalem, nothing could have prepared us for the space occupied by
transgender artist Gil Yefman, whose tiny studio is tucked away on an upper floor of the station.

Walk into Yefman’s studio and you will encounter colorful doll-like figures composed of yarn that
hang from the ceiling, dripping bulbs of various bodily fluids (also made of yarn) from every orifice.
One wall features a still of an actor playing a prostitute (of ambiguous gender), I later learned, whose
breasts and legs are covered with tefillin boxes and straps; the figure’s very short skirt is made from a
tallit. On one table lies elegant French fabric that, upon closer inspection, is patterned with
kaleidoscopic images of Holocaust victims in mass graves. On another table, a collection of knitted
yarmulkes includes a pink one that looks like a breast with an erect nipple. As the self-effacing, softspoken artist fielded questions from the group, it was clear that we were all disturbed, fascinated and
intrigued by his work.
After coming home from Israel, I studied up on Yefman. I learned that he spent several adolescent
years living as a woman before returning to life as a man; these transformations are documented in
“Let it Bleed” (Little Big Man, 2016), a book by his sister, New York-based photographer Rona
Yefman, that is jam-packed with eye-opening pictures, including some nude ones, of the two siblings
experimenting with their gender identities. I found out about Yefman’s struggle to be accepted
into the Israeli army, which was not sympathetic to his refusal to conform to gender norms.
In sum, I discovered how much Yefman values what he calls “basic chaos,” which is the result of
“breaking apart everything you’ve been raised on” to achieve the state of “not knowing anything,
even who you are.”
I caught up with Yefman last week while he was in New York, preparing for an upcoming show at
Ronald Feldman Fine Arts in Soho. He told me that he is drawn to yarn because of its association
with craftswomen and “tactility that you cannot refuse — we either play with it or wear it.” Yet not
all of his yarn is made of wool. For a recent work, “Valley of Wet Bones” (a take-off on Ezekiel’s
surrealistic prophecy about the resurrection of the dry bones), Yefman sliced plastic bags into strips
and turned them into yarn, from which he crocheted massive bones that he filled with real soil and
plants and hung from the ceiling, thus highlighting the environmental degradation caused by plastic.
For his Holocaust-themed textile art, Yefman takes Jacquard fabric, typically used for curtains and
upholstery, weaving onto it what he calls “repressed and saturated Holocaust imagery,” as if intended
for home décor. (He also embeds swastikas into colorful organic glycerin soap bars.) These
grotesque images, which resist domestication, relate, Yefman said, to the “patterns of behavior” that
have become ingrained in the ways in which we commemorate the Holocaust.

“transgenderism cannot be defied and negated. It’s deep and humane. It gives freedom
to the human spirit.”
Finally, the stabbings at the 2005 Gay Parade in Jerusalem moved Yefman to create the video project
“One Summer Evening,” for which he dressed the aforementioned performer as a sacred prostitute
clad in ritual objects. The work is inspired by an early 20th-century poem of the same title by Israeli
poet Hayim Nahman Bialik, who satirized observant Jewish men who waited until the end of the
Sabbath to seek extramarital liaisons. His intention, Yefman explained, was to “lower the sanctity of
these objects and raise the status of the people whose lives were degraded, so that they would be on
the same level.”

Scene from “One Summer Evening,” by Gil Yefman. Screenshot/Youtube

Heady stuff, but Yefman, whose work is regularly on display at major museums — the nipple
yarmulke is also on sale at museum stores in New York, Tel Aviv and Herzliya — is becoming a
force in the global art world. And transgender people are becoming increasingly visible in Israel. Just
a few weeks ago, iconic transgender artist Gila Goldstein passed away; her death was covered
extensively in the Israeli press.
“People underestimate confusion,” Yefman reflected. “When you allow yourself to be confused, you
raise yourself to a higher consciousness.” While his art may be discombombulating for those who are
still grappling to understand what being trangender means, Yefman insisted that “transgenderism
cannot be defied and negated. It’s deep and humane. It gives freedom to the human spirit.”
Ted Merwin teaches religion and Judaic studies at Dickinson College. He writes about theater for
the paper.
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KNITTING AS A STATEMENT
Author: Yanir Dekel
Published: April 8, 2016

Tumtum is a premedical biblical term,
referring to a human being with
ambiguous genitalia. On Monday, the
term will be translated into art as part of
an Art/Gender/Judaismdiscussion. Israeli
artist Gil Yefman, who will perform and
take part in the discussion, opens up
about his exploration of gender through
the years.
Gil Yefman’s art deconstructs and transforms
canonized and familiar myths from varied beliefs and
traditions, and his personal life story, being born and
raised in Israel, makes it no surprise: “When I was a
teen I suffered from gender dysphoria, which had first
manifested as anorexia nervosa,” Gil says. “I tried to
gain control over my body and stop its ‘natural’
development which seemed so awkward to me. In my
days of adolescence the use of hormone blocking was
impossible under the age of 18, so the anorexia
helped me to avoid social interaction in that sense as
well.”
As a kid, Gil couldn’t express his wish to become a
woman. “My parents didn’t know anything about it,” he
says, “and then witnessed my anorexia and tried to
understand better what I was going through. They
supported me the best they could.”
Finally, when he turned 18, Gil started taking hormones in order to begin gender transition. “My older sister Rona,
who is an amazing artist and photographer documented this sex change process as well as documenting our close
relationship. But after two years of living as a woman 24\7 I came to realize how limiting this man\woman binary
division is,” he says, “so I started to rebel against it. This is also true for any kind of Either\Or division. In any case, I
didn’t want my happiness to be dependent on medications and hormones produced out of horse urine, so I stopped
taking them.”

Another struggle for Gil was joining the Israeli army, which back then had less experience with transgender,
genderqueer and non-binary people. “I remember my psychotherapist wrote me a recommendation letter when I tried
to enlist in the army, but the army couldn’t accept it and I was released from service on a mental status,” Gil says.
According to him, having the ‘mental’ status on your army-release form was not acceptable in Israeli society. “I
suffered from discrimination because people wouldn’t hire me,” he recalls. “Nowadays it seems better, but still, Israel
has a long way to go in regards to equality, and not only in gender and sexual orientation, but equality for all
minorities.”
In his art, Yefman embraced the art of knitting, which is
not only unique, but also he’s so good at it that he will
astonish you doing it on stage. “My grandma used to knit
for us as kids, but I put it in my art only later on,” Gil says.
“The knitting has many added values to it. Some of the
objects/subjects are tough but the softness of the wool
allows it. As viewers, the connection to the object is deep
and inevitable, because most of us wear it and play with
knitted dolls in our childhood. So there’s a
transgenerational energy to it.
“There are also therapeutic qualities and it is used in
occupational therapy. It’s a great tool for reflection and it
resembles writing: small monotonous movements which
create the text and textures, the object.”
His latest performance is called ‘TUMTUM,’ borrowing that
genderqueer biblical term. “In modern Hebrew Tumtum
means only ‘Stupid’ and is used as a common curse,” Gil
says. “This etymological evolution caught my attention and
led me to create this gender monstrosity, which is super
tactile and also makes pre-language sounds. An integral
part of Tumtum is my knitting performance that goes along
with it.”
Art-wise, for Gil, gender identity encompasses a whole spectrum of social and political aspects. “It reveals patterns of
behavior and false authenticity,” he says. “We are all performers the minute we open our eyes and then our closets,
literally. My art is all about finding new ways of freedom and self expression, and I’m glad I went through some
gender troubles in Israel which is a very patriarchal macho-type environment. In recent years I also connect gender
with collective trauma and other topics where it plays important roles.”
Gil Yefman perform with Tumtum on Thursday evening as part of “Signal” exhibition at Smack Mellon in Dumbo,
Brooklyn, and will show it on the panel discussion at JTS on April 11th.
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Gil Yefman Crochets About Rape
By Elissa Strauss

Gil Yefman’s TumTum
For nearly six months last year, Dr. Rochelle Saidel, founder and executive director of Remember the Women
Institute, and artist Gil Yefman met weekly to talk about a topic deemed untouchable by many in their respective
communities of academia and art: rape during the Holocaust. Saidel, who along with Dr. Sonja Hedgepeth, edited
a book on the topic, initially met Yefman at a panel discussion on forced prostitution at Auschwitz. “I wondered why
there was a young man in the front row who was crocheting as he sat and listened,” Saidel said.
The weekly meetings eventually fed into the work Yefman created for his new show “TO ME YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL
{BAY MIR BISTU SHEYN},” now at Ronald Feldman Gallery in New York City. His first solo exhibition in New York, the
show takes a sharp look at gender identity, sexuality and violence through the soft touch of traditionally feminine
formats methods like crochet, soap-making and glamour shots. While walking through the exhibit I found myself
seduced into believing I was safe amidst these mediums often associated with domestic crafts, and then would soon
feel ripped open by the subject matter of rape, trans-identity, and prostitution. To Yefman’s credit, the power of
pieces lies in their intimate, rather than political, approach to the subject matter.
The Sisterhood spoke with Yefman about the new exhibit, which is up through June 14.

A Gil Yefman piece entitled ‘Organic Soap Bars’
Elissa Strauss: Tell me a little bit about how you came to creating this show.
Gil Yefman: “Bay Mir Bistu Sheyn,” which it’s title is a well known Yiddish schlager from the ’30s, is part of an
ongoing project which examines the interconnections between infancy, Holocaust, economy and sexual violence.
There are various ways in which our daily life is ingrained and saturated with these repressed traumatic remnants,
and I find it necessary to emphasize on these aspects.
The exhibition comprised of organic swastikas soaps, hand painted shower ceramic tiles decorated with elements of
human decompositions, large knitted objects, videos, neon lamps, a silkscreen printed pinup calendar of SS female
guards, performances with SexSlaves crocheted dolls, and more…
These artifacts are drawn from our day lives, and here appear as consumeristic Holocaust pop-culture merchandise.
What drew you to the topic of sexual violence in the Holocaust?
I often use gender and sexuality to examine various aspects and reflect upon recurrent obsessive patterns in society.
I find great interest in what I consider to be suppressed, unheard or neglected. The issue of sexual violence against
women during the Holocaust, and in general, is very much obscured and even worst, is often taken for granted. Oddly
enough the novel “House of Dolls” by K. Tzetnik [which is about women who were kept for sexual pleasure by the
Nazis] was taught in high school [in Israel], and left its mark on me.
Of course, there is a taboo against Holocaust art among hip young artists these days for the reason that it
is seen as a tired topic. Did you have any resistance to this topic for this reason?
I did had some resistance first — but then realized I actually have new and concrete approach to deal with the
dogmatic ways of representing and misusing the Holocaust. It’s common to see politicians use it for propaganda while
too many of the Holocaust survivors in Israel are struggling for food.
You also did an exhibit in Japan exploring the comfort women. Can you tell me a little bit about that?
My solo exhibition “H” (which is pronounced “etchi” and means “degraded sexuality”) at the Container in Tokyo, had
indirectly dealt with the suppressed phenomena of the comfort women which was parallel to the brothels in the

camps, but on a much greater scale. Basically, I turned an old American shipping container inside a hair salon in
Tokyo to a copulation cell inspired by Block 24 in Auschwitz, so that the borders between beauty and horror, vanity,
life and historical traumas got completely mixed up.
What kind of response have you gotten to your new show?
The responses are always varied — from anger to praising, laughing and crying. It really depends on each person’s
personal experience and instinctive reaction to it. Often the knitted objects draw people to engage with what later
turns out to be more challenging and thought provoking.
Sadly, sexual violence is still a widespread issue, in the context of war and in regular life. Do you think
you will continue to explore this topic in your work?
Violence is part of the human experience. Every society and culture throughout history has its skeletons, and the only
way to understand this part of ourselves is to acknowledge it. Only then can healing really begin. The act of knitting
resembles writing, with its rapid, calculated, and monotonous movements. I try to rewrite the history of both personal
and collective traumas, and deal with suppressed topics that greatly need and deserve to become center of affection.

Kestenbaum, Gloria. “Sexual Violence, Art and The
Shoah.” The Jewish Week, May 30, 2014.
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Sexual Violence, Art And The Shoah
05/30/2014 - 01:29
Gloria Kestenbaum

Israeli artist Gil Yefman takes on the subject of sexual
violence and the forced prostitution of women during
the Shoah, a focus not often presented in Holocaust
history, and he does so through a literal hook, the
crochet hook.
“Tumtum” (2012), a huge, crocheted sculptural orb,
overwhelms you as you enter the exhibit, “To Me You
are Beautiful "Bay Mir Bistu Sheyn) " at Ronald
Feldman Fine Arts. A biblical term referring to a
hermaphrodite, “Tumtum” at first view, presents as a
happy, childlike cacophony of circular chunks of
crocheted wool, conjuring up the large crocheted
kippot worn by would-be holy men in Jerusalem. On
closer inspection, however, the orb proved to be a
mass of oozing orifices, bulging eyeballs, swollen
genitalia, maimed body parts and drippings of blood,
all crocheted in bright, primary colors.
The artist spent two years as a woman and is quite open about his gender dysphoria and many of
the pieces seem more autobiographical than Shoah-related. Certainly outsiderness is part of the
Holocaust’s horror, and one of its multitudinous causes, but comparing the search for one’s self
with the dreadfulness of the Shoah seems, at least to me, a bit trivializing.
During the opening night panel discussion, “House of Dolls” was cited as a reference source. The
1955 novel, which is part of the Israeli high school curriculum, describes in diary format the "Joy
Division," the Nazi concentration camp brothels in which Jewish women were forced to act as sex
slaves.
Which leads us to “Sex Slave” (2008). Feeling disturbed is an appropriate response to such painful
subject matter but it wasn’t the subject but its exploitation that I found troubling. A crocheted

female doll, with Yefman’s signature decorative genitalia and bulging eyeballs, is anchored by
woolen chains, a victim of impending, horrific rape. On opening night, the artist, puppeteer and
actor, placed himself inside the work, only his eyes visible, and brought the doll to life. The
crocheted doll watches idyllic scenes of Ravensbruck, which is where many of the sex slaves came
from; Hitler’s mother’s kindly portrait hangs nearby.
Many of Yefman’s works were certainly disturbing but also thought-provoking and challenging, such
as the crocheted “Baby Blanket” (2011) made of colorful Swastika squares. In his “Decomposition”
series, Yefman creates hand-painted ceramic shower tiles in different formations, some shelves,
some actual shower stalls, but all evocative, painful and oddly beautiful. “Time Table,” a group of
screen prints featuring key Nazi female figures dressed as pornographic pin-ups felt oddly and
vengefully satisfying in this setting.
Yefman’s series “Organic Soap Bars” (2012-2014) -- bars of soap emblazoned with black swastikas
and made of glycerin, fragrance, pigments and hair, ash and fingernails -- were certainly difficult
to view, as so many of his works are, but does conjure up the horror and insanity of those years
better than words can do.
“To Me You are Beautiful (Bay Mir Bistu Sheyn)” is on view through June 14, 2014 atRonald
Feldman Fine Arts, 31 Mercer Street, New York.
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Crocheting Holocaust Rape Into Disturbing Art
June 24, 2014 | By Sarah Zarrow

Israeli artist Gil Yefman doesn’t hesitate to shock.
His most recent show, “Bay Mir Bistu Sheyn (To Me You Are Beautiful),”
focused on the Holocaust, and on the juxtaposition of everyday objects and
beautiful scenery with the horrors of violence—particularly sexual violence.
A crocheted “Sex Slave Doll,” whose gaze rests on a monitor playing scenes
of the serene lake at the Ravensbrück concentration camp, invites visitors to
interact, and therefore participate, in her oppression and exploitation.
Another work, “Time Table,” presents prominent Nazi women in a lurid pinup-style calendar, including Eva Braun with tattoos of logos of companies
that profited during the Holocaust.
Rather than depicting death directly, Yefman uses domestic materials like
wool yarn to look at “the hardship of everyday life.” He has worked with
the Remember the Women Institute, dedicated to investigating sexual
violence against women during the Holocaust.
Yefman’s largest sculpture, “Tumtum,” literally knits together various
representations of human genitalia, divorced from the rest of the body.
(“Tumtum” is a rabbinic term for people of indeterminate sex.) As visitors
confront it, and the other works in the show, they recognize the familiar
alongside with the grotesque—a disturbing, thought-provoking combination.
Check out this video from Yefman’s Tokyo show:
http://vimeo.com/74370972
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Daily Pic: Gil Yerfman’s Crafted Horror

A few days ago, at Ronald Feldman Fine Arts in New York, the Israeli artist Gil Yefman donned this costume, which
he himself had crocheted, as part of his installation called “To Me You Are Beautiful (Bay Mir Bistu Sheyn).” The
installation was all about the Holocaust, in general, and also the use of female prisoners as Nazi sex slaves. This
object/outfit is a distillation of the incomprehensible horrors involved in Yefman’s subject — a mix of lust and
violence and blood and nightmares. But there’s also a subtext of play and craft and classic women’s work, as though
even Hitler couldn’t cancel those out. As a devout atheist, I also see it as a larger declaration of the fundamental
incoherence of the universe we live in, which is as full of joys as of horrors, with no way to untangle the two. (Photo
by Lucy Hogg)

Staff, “Gil Yefman Knits Together Issues of Gender, Sexuality,
and Otherness.” Artsy (May 2014).
https://artsy.net/post/editorial-gil-yefman-knits-togetherissues-of-gender

Artist Gil Yefman’s practice is multifarious and surprising. A walk through his newest show reveals
glycerin soap bars embedded with swastikas, a neon sign spelling out a pejorative term for women,
a portrait painting of Hitler’s mother, and knitted sculptures—confounding works that exude
themes of gender and violence. Now celebrating his first New York solo exhibition, “To Me You Are
Beautiful (Bay Mir Bistu Sheyn),” at Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, the Israeli artist holds nothing back,
in a presentation that weaves together issues of gender, sexuality, trauma, and otherness.
He explains: “My work is aimed at inspiring all peoples; it is meant to transcend differences among
human beings and encourage all of us to cherish and explore the intrinsic potential of the world we
live in.”

An exhibition highlight is the monumental sculpture Tumtum (2012), a giant knitted globe that
hangs from the ceiling, comprised of numerous smaller knitted parts, mainly male and female
genitalia, eyeballs, other body parts, and drops of blood. With its title referring to the Hebrew word
to describe an individual with unknown or ambiguous sexuality, the work delves into a dialogue on
societal norms of beauty and gender, and essentially, the idea that everyone possesses a certain
degree of otherness. Visually and conceptually astounding, the work confronts and challenges its
viewer, with imagery and allusions to ideology that together form a disquieting narrative that is
both intriguing—the craftsmanship alone is stunning—and impossible to overlook.
This message is even more arresting in a key installation titled H—which stands for the Holocaust,
Hitler, and other high-ranking Nazi officials Himmler and Heydrich—described in the show’s press
release as “a copulation chamber in a concentration camp brothel.” At the center is a knitted “sex
slave,” which introduces a performative and participatory element to the exhibition, where visitors
are encouraged to interact with the doll, assuming the role of “the aggressor.” Confronting trauma
head on, and wielding knitting needles as his unlikely weapons, Yefman delivers a message
intended to incite conversation and ultimately encourage healing.
“To Me You Are Beautiful (Bay Mir Bistu Sheyn)” is on view at Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York,
May 10th–June 14th, 2014.
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Seeing things differently: Part of Gil Yefman's 'H' exhibition at The Container. | © VANESSA FRANKLIN

Complex issues knitted into the fabric of art
BY DAVID LABI
SPECIAL TO THE JAPAN TIMES
OCT 9, 2013

It’s difficult to say something new about the Holocaust in face of an immense body of work produced over seven decades.
Consequently more outlandish forms of ex pression are often required to inspire a fresh reaction.
Israeli artist Gil Y efman works with text, textures and textiles, weaving works that present a colorful version of sexuality and
human identity. In the apt prisonlike setting of The Container (a shipping container inside a Daikany ama hair salon), the
topic of an Auschwitz sex slave is treated with originality and creeping power for the exhibition “H.” The title is a play on
the Japanese “ecchi” — a slang term to describe sex ual fantasy , roughly translated as “dirty ” or “naughty .”

The centerpiece is a knitted sculpture of a dismembered person man acled on a bed. V iewers are inv ited to touch — and the
fact it is knitted from brightly colored fabric gives it a tactile, friendly appearance, arousing conflicted reactions. It se ems to
be mostly a woman, but an erect phallus protrudes from its head quest ioning its gender and ejaculating squishy knitted
drops of blood.A v aginalike orifice meanwhile gapes like a flower inv iting a willing hand. The body is studded with watchful

ey es, organs roll about, intestines dangle. Ev en the chains binding its legs, whi ch appear worn down to cartoonlike bones,
seem cuddly and cute.
One of Y efman’s inspirations is the nov el “House of Dolls” by Ka -Tzetnik 1 35633, an Auschwitz survivor who wrote under
his prisoner name. The book deals with “Joy Div isions,” — groups of female prisoners forced into sex slavery. The book has
been criticized for blurring fact and fiction, but such ambiguity translates well into an art installation where an immersive
ex perience brings history experientially to life. On a personal, emotive level, history is subjective; facts blend with memory
and impression.
Y efman spent y ears researching his topic, and his dedication shows in the work’s richness. An Auschwitz prisoner card sits
under glass. Hanging on the wall is a haunting portrait of Hitler’s mo ther, contrasting with the subhuman monstrosity that
the prisoner is now. A TV shows a placid pastoral scene, and a soundtrack of tweeting birds communicates nature’s beauty
that liv es on stubbornly in peace. The footage is in fact the v iew of the SS resid ence outside Rav ensbrück concentration
camp. A CCTV camera points at viewers, echoing peep holes in the doors through which SS officers would monitor the goings
on inside. The camera also brings new technology into juxtaposition with traditional craftwork — while ex acerbating the
v iewer’s role as both v oy eur and ex hibitionist.
V isitors to opening night would have been lucky enough to v iew a performance by Yefman. He lay under the bed of the
centerpiece, with his head inside that of his knitted creation — a detachment of head and body , evoking a rape v ictim’s
emotional reaction to the abuse. It was shocking to pick up the distended parts of the v ictim, fighting back childlike
enjoy ment, while witnessing silent communication from the artist’s ey es peering out through holes in the fabric.
Y efman liv ed for two years as a woman and has spoken about the prison that ex pectations of each gender has trapped us in.
His self-objectification of stepping into the piece forced v iewers to interact with his ex ploration.
Duality in v arious forms runs through “H.” The person on the bed is both man and woman. It’s sex ual, like an adult’s toy,
and sex less like a child’s. The traumatic subject matter does battle with the playfulness of the form. But perhaps the most
unsettling conflict is how the viewer becomes both torturer and victim — opening a new perspective on a horrendous chapter
of history that is not easily shaken off.

Ong, Amandas. “Q&A with Gil Yefman: Knitting Towards a
Therapeutic Interpretation of Art.” Frame. July 24, 2013.
http://www.frameweb.com/news/q-a-with-gil-yefman

Q&A with Gil Yefman
Knitting Towards a Therapeutic Interpretation of Art

July 24, 2013
Text by Amandas Ong
Gil Yefman's work deconstructs canonised, familiar myths from varied beliefs and traditions, confronting the
conformative structures that limit our ways of seeing. In his words: "I indulge in the therapeutic virtues of knitting as
means to dwell on personal and collective traumas, as well as to reflect upon recurrent obsessive patterns in
mankind's societies. I try not to limit myself to certain medium or practice. The style or the medium is chosen in
relation to the concept and subject matter and should generate attraction for creating a radical cultural chain reaction."
In today's Q&A, we ask him about his latest work, Tumtum.
Why knitting?
I have a strong predilection for the “craftwomanship” of crochet knitting which I find resembles writing - long, rapid,
carefully calculated and monotonous movements. It is very much like a collection of syllables that create a narrative the object. The texts and contexts become textures that suggest an alternative interpretation to dogmatic translations.
Tell us about your most recent project.
My recent projects are currently shown in the “Otherness - I Is Somebody Else” exhibition at the Espace Culturel
Louis Vuitton in Paris. The exhibition consists of a large knitted sculpture with a built-in sound system, an additional
performance entitled “TUMTUM”. It also includes a 2-channel video installation entitled “In-Between”, which was
co-produced by LV especially for this exhibition. “Tumtum” is a biblical pre-medical term referring to a the
hermaphroditic identity, while in modern Hebrew it simply means ‘stupid’ and is a common curse. I was intrigued by
the etymological evolution of this term, and by the intolerance of modern society towards what is considered to be
different to the norm.
Louise Bourgeois said “art is a guarantee to sanity” and I firmly believe in that dictum. My work is aimed at inspiring
all peoples; it is meant to transcend differences among human beings and encourage all of us to cherish and explore
the intrinsic potential of the world we live in. My work embodies the transformation of poison into medicine, and
hopefully those who visit the exhibition will also be motivated to stand up for freedom of thought and expression.

Wee, Darryl Jingwen. “Gil Yefman’s Sex Slave Doll at The
Container.” Blouin Artinfo. August 19, 2013.
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Gil Yefman's Sex Slave Doll at The Container

Courtesy the artist and The Container

by Darryl Jingwen Wee

Published: August 19, 2013

TOKYO — Israeli artist Gil Yefman opens a mixed media installation entitled “H” — the artist’s first solo
exhibition in Japan — at The Container in Nakameguro on August 19.
In a dramatic tour-de-force of working with a tricky, constrained space, Yefman has transformed the
gallery (an actual shipping container measuring slightly less than five meters long) into a mockup of a sex
slave’s residence based on actual fieldwork he conducted at “Block 24” in the Nazi concentration camp at
Auschwitz.
Block 24 was the term used to refer to a functioning brothel that satisfied the sexual needs of
concentration camp officials, in addition to serving as a “reward” for camp workers that performed
exceptionally well in their duties. At the height of the Nazi empire, it is estimated that around 5,000 of
these “joy divisions” functioned to service military men, foreign workers, and even the general German
male population.
Yefman’s dry, dolorous recreation of the personal quarters of one of these sex slaves strikes a delicate
balance between poignant elegy and bawdy irony. Although the drab confines of the cell are painstakingly
fabricated to evoke the manifold indignities suffered by these women, the gaudy pink knitted doll — which

resembles something that Mike Kelley and Antonin Artaud might have produced if they’d run a sock
puppet workshop together — is a ridiculous and uncomfortably camp gesture that brings down the serious
tone of the work.
Which may be precisely the point. According to the artist, the intentional choice of this homely knitted
figure was a way of embodying violent, contradictory sentiments and avoiding an overly didactic or moral
approach to his subject. “In my work, I tend to indulge in the therapeutic virtues of knitting as a means of
dwelling on personal and collective traumas. The doll here has lots of ambivalent features — it is roughly
deformed, but also soft and tactile. Its features could have been taken from hentai (perverted) animation
films, but knitted while watching hundreds of Holocaust documentaries.”
Even though the expected audience for this exhibition would naturally be largely Japanese, Yefman was
also careful not to confront the touchy historical issue of Japan’s own comfort women during World War
II. Rather, the work seems to be a more universal memorial that remembers all the women who were the
victims of sexual crimes regardless of nationality, as well as an oblique reference to sexual obsessions that
still crop up in the midst of contemporary, “civilized” societies.
Gil Yefman’s “H” runs from August 19 until October 28 at The Container (1F Hills Daikanyama, 1-8-30
Kamimeguro, Meguro-ku, Tokyo).

